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Chapter 1

Introduction

• This manual should answer all your questions. We suggest you read and understand all of it
before using Minik II.

• For fast start, read the precautions section then go directly to the Quick Start Guide which
will get you up and running in the shortest possible time.

• Minik II is designed to be a stand-alone robot. It has remote operation capabilities through
ROS.

1.0.1 About Minik II

1.0.2 Quick Start Guide

This section is designed for those who just can’t wait to get their Minik II running. Follow the steps
as outlined then, after having some fun, take some time to read the rest of this manual. Completely
understanding Minik II is the key to getting maximum usefulness and performance.

• Step 1 - Getting everything together: The Minik II package includes the robot, software,
accessories and this manual. Make sure you have everything and give us a call if something
doesn’t look right. Remove any packaging material that may be attached or lodged in the
Minik II. Save all packaging material.

• Step 2 - Installing batteries

• Step 3 - Power on

• Step 4 - Display the status screen

• Step 5 - Learn about the Minik II
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1.1 Turning Minik On

Set switches as shown on Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Back side of the robot

Configuration of switches should be follows:

• Turn 1st switch left

• Turn 2st switch right

• Turn 3st switch left

• Turn 4st switch left
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Power up robot using battery or power supply.

! Warning: Power supply voltage level should be between 12-15 V. Do not forget to
monitor battery voltage. Keep battery voltage monitor connected all time while working on the
robot. Disconnect it if you are done working on robot. If battery is running out, shutdown the
computer and change it.

Robot is ready to code.

1.2 How to Develop Code on Minik?

Robot and computer which will be using for coding must be connected same network. Use
VNC client to connect robot to computer. You can use Real VNC viewer program. Use robot IP
addresses to access robot. You will see a screen as in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Main screen

Open LXTerminal and write ”roscore” command as in Figure 1.3. ”roscore” is a collection
of nodes and programs that are pre-requisites of a ROS-based system. You must have a roscore
running in order for ROS nodes to communicate.
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Figure 1.3: Writing ”roscore” to terminal

Open new tab using ”Ctrl+Shift+T”.
Write ”rosrun minik row wrapper minik ros wrapper node” to the terminal as in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Writing ”rosrun minik row wrapper minik ros wrapper node” to terminal
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Open new tab using ”Ctrl+Shift+T”.
Write ”rosrun robot localization deneme robot localization deneme node” to the terminal

as in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Writing ”rosrun robot localization deneme robot localization deneme node” to terminal

Open new tab using ”Ctrl+Shift+T”.
Write ”rosrun minik keyop minik keyop node” to the terminal as in Figure 1.6. This

command allows you to control robot using keyboard.

Figure 1.6: Writing ”rosrun minik keyop minik keyop node” to terminal
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Open new window.
Write ”rostopic echo odom” to the terminal as in Figure 1.7. This command allows you to

receive position and orientation information of robot.

Figure 1.7: Writing ”rostopic echo odom” to terminal
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1.3 How to Compile Code?

Open LXTerminal.
Write ”roscd” to the terminal as in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Write ”roscd” to terminal

Write ”cd ..” to the terminal as in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9: Writing ”cd ..” to terminal

Finally, write ”catkin make” to the terminal to build your code.
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There will be 3 main scripts on your project as in Figure 1.10. Written code will be in
”rosThread.cpp”. Directory is as shown in left of Figure 1.10. ”ISL workspace ⇒ src ⇒ test project
⇒ src”

Figure 1.10: Directory of project
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